Qubies Product Review
The fabulous Alexandra from Qubies - http://www.qubies.com.au/ - sent me one of her wonderful
products to try.
We only use home made food in our house or Rumbletums organic food in our house so I am always
on the lookout for food and freezer storage options.

In the last week I have used Qubies a lot and I am actually going to buy another one because it is so
handy! Qubies is a specially designed freezer tray used to freeze individual portions of food.What
makes Qubies different to other freezer trays is it is easy to fill, you fill a main tray and secure the lid.
The lid has dividers to form separate the individual portions. No need to fiddle around pouring food or
puree into tiny individual spaces. Also Qubies has a cover protecting the contents from spilling and
also keep the contents safe and hygenic.
I have actually found so many uses for Qubies this week. As we buy mostly organic fruit and
vegetables we are limited to buying fruit that is available and in season at our local organic farmers
market. This means that what I cook is generally dictated by what I can find at the market. So being
able to freeze fresh juices or puree's means I can have some fruits and vegetables year round!
Here are some of the things I froze this week using Qubies * Fresh Lemon Juice - To use in cooking or use one as an ice cube in water
* Fresh Squeezed Orange Juice
* Home Made Spaghetti Sauce
* Brussel Sprout Puree
I really love Qubies and it has already become a daily part of my cooking. It allows me to freeze small
portions of food for Cooper or even for my husband and I. The use of Qubies is endless and it is not
another gimmick you will discard once baby moves on from puree's, It will grow with your baby and
will still be used for a long time.
Here is how to use Qubies -

Thanks so much Qubies for sending me this fabulous product!
Qubies are available from http://www.qubies.com.au/ for $19.95
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